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1. Introduction
Supersymmetric field theories are important playgrounds for theoretical physicists. Supersym-
metry allows better control of some quantum corrections and therefore some symmetries beyond
classical level. However, motivated by the study of our Universe, it is essential to investigate non-
supersymmetric theories and possibly those which arise when supersymmetry is hidden (broken) at
low energies. Two questions arise then which are of interest here: what is peculiar at low energies
to theories that are only supersymmetric in the ultra-violet? which of the tools developed for study
these theories in the ultra-violet are still useful in the infra-red? As an answer for the first, there is
the fact that when the breaking of supersymmetry is spontaneous, there is a goldstone fermion, the
goldstino. In supergravity, it is absorbed by the gravitino making its longitudinal mode dynamical.
In the global supersymmetric limit, it is massless, thus present in the low energy theory. The sim-
plest corresponding low energy effective theory is described by the Volkov-Akulov action [1]. One
aspect of the second question is the possible use of superspace and superfields in the low energy
non-supersymmetric effective theory. Superfields make the construction of Lagrangians easier.
Starting from [2], many works discussed the use of superfields for non-supersymmetric theories.
We shall review here the results of [3].
2. Integrating out without explicit integration
Let us first start with the simplest case where supersymmetry breaking gives rise to a large mass
to the scalar component φ of a supermultiplet. Integrating out these states amounts to express it as
a function of ψ and F , the fermionic and auxiliary field components of the chiral supermultiplet,
respectively. We can use the supersymmetry transformations:
δε φ(ψ ,F) =
∂φ
∂ψα
δεψα +
∂φ
∂F
δε F
εψ =
∂φ
∂ψα
[−i(σ µε)α∂µφ + εαF]− ∂φ
∂F
(iεσ µ∂µψ). (2.1)
One can solve the partial differential equation by taking:
φ =
ψψ
2F
. (2.2)
Note that the same result can be obtained by writing down the Lagrangian and solving the corre-
sponding equations of motion. Putting this result back in the chiral multiplet:
XNL =
ψψ
2F
+
√
2θψ +θθF, (2.3)
one sees that it is nilpotent:
X2NL = 0. (2.4)
Without supersymmetric covariant derivatives for this superfield, the corresponding Lagrangiancan
be written as:
LX =
∫
d4θXNLXNL +(
∫
d2θ f XNL +h.c.)
= iψσ µ∂µψ−∂ µ(ψψ
2F
)∂µ(
ψψ
2F
)+FF + f F + f F, (2.5)
1
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where f is a constant with mass dimension 2. Because of the nilpotency constraint, there are no
higher order terms in XNL.
We turn now to the case of the simplest gauge multiplet, a U(1) vector multiplet. For sim-
plicity, we choose the Wess-Zumino gauge. As fixing a super-gauge breaks supersymmetry, a
supersymmetry transformation should be followed by a new super-gauge transformation in order
to go back to the Wess-Zumino gauge. The transformation is:
δΛV = i(Λ−Λ),
Λ(y) =
i√
2
θσ µεAµ −θθ i√
2
ελ , (2.6)
Combing supersymmetry and super-gauge transformations with parameters ε and Λ, respectively,
gives:
√
2δε+ΛAµ = εσµλ +λσµε,
√
2δε+Λλα =
i
2
(σ µσ νε)αFµν + εαD,
√
2δε+ΛD =−iεσ µ∂µλ + i∂µλσ µε . (2.7)
We are interested by the simplest low energy effective action where the gauge group and super-
symmetry are broken so that we can integrate out all fields including Aµ and remain only with the
goldstino. For this purpose, we work in the superunitary gauge. This is an unusual gauge at the
level of superspace but it appears quite convenient for the problem of interest here. When integrated
out, the component Aµ has to appear as a function of the other fields, and in the chosen gauge, at
first order of λ , λ and D. Supersymmetric transformations:
δε Aµ =
∂Aµ
∂λα
[
i
2
√
2
(σ µσ νε)α Fµν +
1√
2
εαD]+h.c.+
∂Aµ
∂D
i√
2
(−εσ µ∂µλ +∂µλσ µε). (2.8)
close if:
Aµ =
λσµλ
D
. (2.9)
Note that gauge invariance is not manifest as the gauge symmetry is broken and we are working in
the unitary gauge. In a different gauge, the would-be Goldstone boson a should appear as
Aµ − 1
mA
∂µa =
λσµλ
D
,
which goes to the above expression when mA → ∞. The effective Lagrangian for this U(1) theory
will then take the formn:
LV =
∫
d2θ
1
4
WNLWNL +h.c.+
∫
d4θ2ξV
= iλ σ µ∂µλ − 1
4
[∂µ(
λσν λ
D
)−∂ν(
λσµλ
D
)][∂ µ(
λσ ν λ
D
)−∂ ν(λσ
µλ
D
)]+
1
2
D2+ξ D,
(2.10)
which can be shown to be equivalent to eq. (2.5) when ξ =
√
2 f .
2
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The main lesson to learn from the above discussion is the fact that it is possible to describe the
low energy effective action of theories with spontaneously broken supersymmetry using a super-
field built only from the goldstino. The part of the discussion on the Fayet-Iliopoulos model is new,
though straightforward, and its interest, or value, steams from possible applications as we shall
discuss below. We will first summarize some old and useful properties of the nilpotent superfields.
3. Chiral and vector nilpotent superfields
Early examples [2, 4] introduce a superfield XNL which satisfies:
X2NL = 0 (3.1)
This constraint eliminates a component, and it is easily seen to be the scalar component, often
denoted nowadays as the sgoldstino. Fixing the scale of supersymmetry breaking, the auxilliary
component FX of XNL can be achieved by imposing an additional constraint [2] :
XNLD
2
XNL ∝ XNL (3.2)
fixes the scale of supersymmetry breaking, the F-term FX in XNL [2]. Then:
DαXNL|=
√
2λ˜α + · · · ; XNL|= λ˜α λ˜
α
2FX
+ · · · (3.3)
and the goldstino is the only degree of freedom in the superfield.
Another important result is the fact that for the violation of the conservation of the Ferrara-
Zumino supercurrent Jαα˙ :
D
α˙
Jαα˙ = DαX (3.4)
the superfield X flows in the infrared to XNL, i.e. X → XNL [5]. Other ways to embed the goldstino
in a constrained superfield can be found in [6, 9, 7, 8, 9].
As we are interested in a U(1) gauge theory, we want to consider goldstinos that arise from
vector multiplet VNL components instead of chiral multiplet XNL. Appropriate constraints in this
case can be taken to be:
VNL =VNL
† (3.5)
V 2NL = 0 (3.6)
VNL ∝ VNL(D
α D
2
Dα +D
α˙
D2Dα˙)VNL (3.7)
where the goldstino is embedded as the lowest component of
WNLα =−1
4
D
2
DαVNL = λ˜α + · · · (3.8)
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A solution for these constraints is
VNL =
XNLXNL
F2X
(3.9)
Note that VNL can be used either for a true D-term breaking model or to parametrise the effects
of an F-term breaking as done in [10, 11, 12, 13]. Here the condition (3.7) appears as a consequence
of (3.2).
Finally, let us note that, as expected for the case of a low energy Lagrangian of a single gold-
stino, it was shown explicitly in [6, 9, 8, 14, 15, 16] that the corresponding Lagrangian is the
Volkov-Akulov one up to non-trivial field redefinitions.
4. Use of nilpotent superfields
The nilpotent superfields are useful to ease the extraction of the couplings of goldstino to mat-
ter fields. This can be shown in simple low energy effective theories that do not include complicated
sectors of supersymmetry breaking . More precisely, constraints allow to project out heavy compo-
nents, to perform their integration out as functions of the remaining light modes, without explicitly
going through the ultraviolet (UV) microscopic Lagrangian.
4.1 Stripping superfields of their fermionic components
We have seen above how it is easy to get rid of a scalar component. What about fermionic
components? or even more components?
May be the most interesting case is to get rid of all but one scalar degree of fredom. It was
shown in [5] that this can be done through the constaint:
XNL(A +A ) = 0, (4.1)
which allows to integrate out all components of the chiral multiplet A leaving only a pseudo-scalar
degree of freedom propagating. This is useful for models of goldstone bosons [5] and applications
for example to infation [17, 18].
There are many reasons why one may want to understand how (4.1) arises from a spontaneous
breaking of a linearly realised supersymmetry theory in the UV. For example, one needs to check
that this is not the result of a pathological way to break supersymmetry, also what kind of additional
sectors are required to be present in the fundamental theory?.
Clearly, simplest constraints eliminate only one degree of freedom. Therefore, this constraint
has to be a combination of simpler ones. This was shown explicitly in [19]. The authors found that
(4.1) is equivalent to imposing three constraints:
XNLXNL(A +A ) = 0, (4.2)
XNLXNLDα˙A = 0, (4.3)
XNLXNLD2A = 0, (4.4)
which eliminates the heavy real scalar, the fermion and the auxiliary field, respectively.
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However, writing a UV Lagrangian for these constraints is not straightforward. In [19], it was
proposed to add these three operators to the Lagrangian with Lagrange multipliers that are then
sent to infinity. This is certainly the simplest possibility but it has the inconvenience of introducing
higher (covariant) derivative terms. We shall provide below an alternative with a single operator
that leads to the constraint (4.1) based on the presence of a non-vanishing D-term that breaks
supersymmetry.
4.2 A single operator for the minimal constrained superfield
Let us consider the gauge invariant interaction between matter represented by a chiral super-
fieldA a, the field strength of a gauge superfieldW aα and the nilpotent goldstino superfield discussed
above and represented by W αNL:
−mD
f
∫
d2θW αNLW
a
α A
a =− mD
4
√
2 f 2
∫
d2θD
2
Dα(XNLXNL)W
a
α A
a. (4.5)
This the well known operator that is introduced to give Dirac masses for gauginos. Precisely,
expanding in components, one identifies that the fermions λ a from W a and χa from A a combine
to make a Dirac fermion of mass mD. Solving the D-term equations of motion in W
a
α shows that
the real part of the scalar in A a has a mass 2|mD|. These states decouple from the low energy
theory as we take mD → ∞. The remaining light propagating states are: the goldstino, the gauge
boson inW aα and the imaginary part of the scalar in A
a. The effective goldstino interactions for the
case of Dirac gauginos of that operator have been studied in [22]. Here, we want to describe this
decoupling by constraint equations.
The equation of motion to the A a reads:
D
2
Dα(XNLXNL)W
a
α = 0. (4.6)
Multiplied by XNLXNLDβ to the l.h.s., using the the nilpotency XD
αX = 0 and the non-zero property
of DD
2
D(XNLXNL) this gives:
XNLXNLW
a
α = 0. (4.7)
This constraint projects out the gaugino in W aα , as the result of the large Dirac mass.
Next, using the equation of motion of W aα leads to:
DαD
2
Dα(XNLXNL)(A
a +A a)− [D2Dα(XNLXNL)DαA a +h.c.] = 0. (4.8)
Again, multiplication by XNLXNL to the l.h.s., and getting rid of the second term using the nilpotency
of XNL gives the constraint:
XNLXNL(A
a +A a) = 0. (4.9)
This constraint projects out the real part of the scalar.
Then, we plug into the l.h.s. of Eq.(4.8) XNLXNLDβ leading to:
XNLXNLDαA
a = 0, (4.10)
This constraint projects out the fermion χa.
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Finally, we can write the constraint that eliminates the auxiliary field as:
XNLXNLD
2A a = 0. (4.11)
Therefore, we have achieved the construction of the constraint of the previous subsection with
a simple operator.
4.3 Constrained superfield for axion
A simple application of the previous operator is the case of U(1). The operator (4.5) can be
used to describe an axion superfield coupled to the kinetic mixing between two different U(1) vector
multiplets. The corresponding constraints can lead to massive saxion and axino while leaving a
light axion, as desired.
Writing the operator as:
Laxion =
1
fA
∫
d2θW αNLW
U(1)
α A (4.12)
one can identify A as the axion superfield, W
U(1)
α ias an abelian vector superfield while fA plays
the role of the decay constant for the axion. Precisely, this has the form of (4.5) therefore the
axion coupling operator is exactly the same as the mass operator for the U(1) Dirac gaugino when
the singlet chiral superfield Σ1 is the axion superfield. From this we can extract a useful relation
between the supersymmetry breaking mediation and the axion symmetry breaking scales:
mD ∼ f
Λ
∼ f
fA
→ Λ∼ fA. (4.13)
As required from the construction of an axion model, we have kept the CP-odd scalar a re-
mains. It inherits a coupling to the goldstino through the kinetic mixing:
a
fA
ε µνρσF
U(1)
µν F
NL
ρσ , (4.14)
between the U(1) and a Fayet-Iliopoulos type U(1).
5. Splitting the Higgs supermultiplets
An application of the operators introduced above of is splitting multiplets to extract the Stan-
dard Model Higgs SU(2) doublet from a minimal supersymmetric electroweak sector with two
Higgs doublet superfields. This implies projecting out the fermionic higgsinos and keeping as light
field only one linear combination of the two Higgs doublets. This can be obtainedd using two op-
erators, one to generate a µ-like term for the fermions, resulting also in diagonal soft-terms and a
second one for the Bµ-term.
First, consider two chiral doublets H1,2 with opposite U(1) charges. Following [23], we intro-
duce the operator:
OH j j =
a j jmH
8
√
2 f
∫
d2θD
2
(DαVNLDαHi)H j
=−a j jmH
2
√
2 f
∫
d2θW αNL(Dα Hi)H j + ..., (5.1)
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for i, j = 1,2. Here ... represent terms that do not contribute to the superpotential. A different
non-linear realisation of the MSSM can be found in [24].
The above operator gives rise to a Dirac mass 1
2
aiimHH˜1H˜2 for the fermionic modes H˜1H˜2. It
also gives a mass |aii|2|mH |2|Hi|2 for the complex scalar in Hi but leaves the scalar in H j massless.
For a large scale supersymmetry breaking, only the scalar component in H j survives at low energy.
The corresponding constrains read:
XNLXNLDαHi = 0;
XNLXNLDα H j = 0;
XNLXNLH j = 0 . (5.2)
Next, introduce the additional operator:
OH12 =−
a212m
2
H
2 f 2
∫
d2θWNLWNLH1H2 . (5.3)
This generates an off-diagonal mass for the scalars a212m
2
HH1H2 leading to a mass matrix:
m2H
(
a211 a
2
12
a212 a
2
22
)
(5.4)
Taking ai j to infinity and a11a22− a212 ≃ 0 allows to keep one state only light. The equation of
motion of either Hi reads:
1
4
D
2
Hi =− aiimH
2
√
2 f
W αNLDαH j−
a j jmH
2
√
2 f
Dα(W
α
NLH j)−
a212m
2
H
2 f 2
WNLWNLH j, (5.5)
where the l.h.s from the kinetic term is included since the F-term of Hi contributes to the mass term
of h j. Projecting by XNLXNL, XNLXNLDβ and XNLXNLD
2 respectively onto eq. (5.5):
1
4
XNLXNLD
2
Hi =
a j jmH
2
√
2 f
XNLXNLD
αWNLα H j; (5.6)
0 = XNLXNLD
αWNLα (aii +a j j)Dβ H j; (5.7)
0 =
aiimH
2
√
2 f
XNLXNLD
αWNLα D
2H j +
a212m
2
H
2 f 2
XNLXNL(D
αWNLα)
2H j.
(5.8)
Eq. (5.7) allows to project the Higgsino through the constraint:
XNLXNLDαH1 = XNLXNLDαH2 = 0. (5.9)
Pluging eq. (5.6) into eq. (5.8) provides the constraint for projecting out the heavy higgs:
XNLXNL(a
2
12H j +a
2
iiHi) = 0. (5.10)
Using a11a22−a212 = 0, this becomes equivalent to
XNLXNL(a11H1+a22H2) = 0. (5.11)
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6. Nilpotent goldstino superfield from FI model
The original Fayet-Iliopoulos (FI) model [20] provides the simplest example of microscopic
theory for D-term supersymmetry breaking. We will show how V flows in the infrared to VNL ∝
XNLXNL where XNL is the goldstino nilpotent superfield when both supersymmetry and the gauge
symmetry are spontaneously broken leaving in the infrared only the massless goldstino. To illus-
trate how this arises, we will show this result in three different ways: from integrating out heavy
modes within the Lagrangian in components fields, identification of the nilpotent superfield in the
Ferrara-Zumino supercurrent equation and from integrating out the heavy modes through the su-
perfield equations in the super-unitary gauge.
The Fayet-Ilioupous (FI) model contains two chiral superfields Φ±(y,θ , θ¯ )= φ±(y)+
√
2θψ±(y)+
θθF±(y), yµ ≡ xµ − iθσ µ θ¯ . The Lagrangian is given by:
∫
d2θ(
1
4
W αWα +mΦ+Φ−)+h.c.+
∫
d4θ
[
Φ+e
2gV Φ++Φ−e−2gV Φ−+2ξV
]
. (6.1)
with ξ the FI term associated to a U(1) gauge field. Solving for the auxiliary D-term, we obtain
the potential
L ⊃ −m2(|φ+|2+ |φ−|2)− 12 (ξ +g|φ+|2−g|φ−|2)2 . (6.2)
We are interested by the case ξ g > m2 where both the U(1) symmetry and supersymmetry are
broken. Writing φ− = 1√2(v+h+ ia), the solution to the equations of motion reads:
g2v2
2
= ξ g−m2
D =−ξ + gv
2
2
=−m
2
g
, F∗+ =− mv√2
|F+|2+ 1
2
D2 = m
2
2g2
(m2+g2v2) . (6.3)
As a result, two spinors ψ− and ψ˜ combine into a Dirac fermion of mass
√
m2+g2v2, one
vector vµ and the real scalar h get a mass gv, one complex scalar field φ+ has a mass
√
2m2 and one
fermion λ˜ remains massless, the goldstino. The fermionic mass eigenstates can be obtained from
the original fields through the re-definition:
(mψ+−gvλ )ψ− ∝ ψ˜ψ−
→
(
ψ˜
λ˜
)
= 1√
m2+g2v2
(
m −gv
gv m
)(
ψ+
λ
)
(
ψ+
λ
)
= 1√
m2+g2v2
(
m gv
−gv m
)(
ψ˜
λ˜
)
. (6.4)
6.1 Integrating out in components
We integrate out all of the massive fields, and only the massless fermion λ˜ remains. Using the
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equations of motion, we get:
Aµ = − gm2+g2v2 λ˜σ µ
¯˜λ + ...
φ+ = − g
2v√
2m(m2+g2v2)
λ˜ λ˜ +O(λ˜ 4)
ψ− = − g
3v
m(m2+g2v2)3/2
λ˜ λ˜ λ˜ + ...
ψ˜ = − g3v
m(m2+g2v2)2
iσ µ∂µ(λ˜ λ˜ λ˜ )+ ... (6.5)
The imaginary part a of φ− have been taken be h = a = 0 as we are working in the unitary gauge.
We can therefore express λ as a function of λ˜
λ =
gv√
m2+g2v2
[
λ˜ +
g2
(m2+g2v2)2
iσ µ∂µ [(λ˜ λ˜ )λ˜ ]+ ...
]
(6.6)
and the original chiral and vector multiplets become:
Φ+(φ+,ψ+,F+)
IR−→ gv√
m2+g2v2
Φ+(
λ˜ λ˜
2 f˜
, λ˜ , f˜ ) (6.7)
V (λ ,vµ ,D)
IR−→ m√
m2+g2v2
V (λ˜ ,
λ˜σ µ λ˜√
2 f˜
,
√
2 f˜ ). (6.8)
This is exactly what was expected from (2.2) and (2.9), showing that corresponding Lagrangian
can be mapped to the Volkov-Akulov action.
6.2 Integrating out in superspace
We work in the super-unitary gauge where the chiral superfield Φ− is "eaten" by the gauge
superfield. The Lagrangian reads:
LSU =
∫
d2θ(
1
4
W αWα +
1√
2
mvΦ+)+h.c.+
∫
d4θ(Φ+e
2gV Φ++
1
2
v2e−2gV +2ξV). (6.9)
Working with superfields, we have to integrate out via the equations of motion one of the superfields
entirely while leaving the other light. This can be done only if there is a hierarchy of masses. We
need then to consider the two distinct limits m2 ≪ g2v2 and m2 ≫ g2v2 separately. From the
component calculation, we saw that in the first limit the Goldstino is mainly ψ+ ⊃Φ+, while in the
second it is mainly the gaugino. Unsurprisingly, we will show that what remains in the spectrum
in each limit is the corresponding superfield.
Case m2≪ g2v2:
In this limit, the goldstino is dominated by ψ+. The equation of motion for V is:
0= 1
8
(DαD
2
Dα +h.c.)V +2gΦ+e
2gV Φ+−gv2e−2gV +2ξ . (6.10)
We write
V = θ4 1
2
(−ξ + gv2
2
)+ Vˆ ≡ θ4 1
2
δ + Vˆ
Wα = θα δ +Wˆα (6.11)
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and substituted back into the action, this gives
LSU =
∫
d2θ(1
4
Wˆ αWˆα +
1√
2
mvΦ+)+h.c.+
∫
d4θ(Φ+e
2gV Φ++
1
2
v2e−2gV +gv2V )
+ 1
2
δ 2+ξ δ − 1
2
δgv2 (6.12)
The equations of motion reads then
0= ∆+2gΦ+e
2gV Φ++gv
2(1− e−2gV ) (6.13)
which has the solution
e−2gV = 1−2gv2
[
−gv2−∆±
√
(gv2+∆)2+8g2v2|Φ+|2
]
= (gv
2+∆)
2gv2
[
2+ 4g
2v2|Φ+|2
(gv2+∆)2
+ ...
]
(6.14)
Neglecting the terms with derivatives (i.e. ∆), this leads
gV = − |Φ+|2
v2
+3 |Φ+|
4
v4
+ ... (6.15)
which put back into the action, gives:
L =
∫
d2θ 1√
2
mvΦ++h.c.+
∫
d4θ Φ+Φ+
[
1− m2
2g2v2
]
+ |Φ+Φ+|2
[
− 1
v2
+ 3m
2
g2v4
]
+ ... (6.16)
As discussed for instance in [5], (6.16) leads to the nilpotency Φ+ .
Case m2≫ g2v2:
In this limit, he goldstino is mainly the gaugino λ . The equation of motion for Φ+:
0=−4
√
2mv+D2(e2gV Φ+)+D
2
(Φ+e
2gV ). (6.17)
has one obvious solution at low energy:
Φ+ = cXNL, V = XNLXNL/Λ
2, (6.18)
in which c and Λ can be determined from the vev of the auxiliary field of Φ+, V and XNL.
6.3 Nilpotent chiral superfield from Ferrara-Zumino supercurrent
It was conjuctured in [5] that the nilpotent goldstino superfield controls the non-conservation
of the Ferrara-Zumino supercurrent Jαα˙ :
D
α˙
Jαα˙ = DαX (6.19)
Subsequently [21] have shown that in the presence of a FI term, X can be formally obtained
in a gauge invariant form as :
X = 4W − 1
3
D
2 [
K +2ξ (V + iΛ− iΛ†)] . (6.20)
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For the Lagrangian (6.9):
W =
1√
2
mvΦ+, (6.21)
K = Φ+e
2gV Φ++
1
2
v2e−2gV . (6.22)
The eq. (6.20) gives then:
X =
4
√
2
3
mvΦ+− 2
3
m2
g
D
2
V + ..., (6.23)
in which ... contain higher dimension operator than single fermion. The θ component of eq. (6.20)
reads:
X |θ = 8
3
mvψ++
8
3
m2
g
λ . (6.24)
In the IR, the low energy Volkov-Akulov Lagrangian takes the form:
LVA =
∫
d4θXNLXNL +(
∫
d2θ − f˜ XNL +h.c.), f˜ =− m√
2g
√
m2+g2v2 (6.25)
in which the nilpotent chiral superfield XNL :
XNL =
λ˜ λ˜
2 f˜
+
√
2θλ˜ +θθ f˜ , (6.26)
which allows us to identify:
X =−8 f˜
3
XNL. (6.27)
By matching eq. (6.23) and (6.27) we obtain:
2
√
2mvΦ+− 1
3
D
2
(Φ+e
2gV Φ++
1
2
v2e−2gV +2ξV )→−8 f˜
3
XNL. (6.28)
The θ component gives :
λ˜ =
gvψ++mλ√
m2+g2v2
. (6.29)
while the auxiliary fields of Φ+ and V fix:
Φ+ → gv√
m2+g2v2
XNL (6.30)
V →− g
m2+g2v2
XNLXNL (6.31)
In summary, for the FI model in the region of parameters considered here, we can write:
W αNL =
1
4
√
2 f
D
2
Dα(XNLXNL), (6.32)
where f = |FXNL|. In components, this reads:
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W αNL = λ˜α +θαD˜+
i
2
(σ µσνθ)α F˜µν + iθθ(σ
µ ∂µ λ˜ )α , (6.33)
where:
λ˜α =−FX
f
ψα − i
f
∂µφ(σ
µψ)α (6.34)
D˜ =−
√
2FX FX
f
+
√
2∂ µφ∂µφ − i√
2
ψσ µ∂µψ− i√
2
ψσ µ∂µψ (6.35)
A˜µ =−ψσ
µψ + iφ∂ µφ − iφ∂ µφ√
2 f
. (6.36)
Using X2NL = 0 and XNLD
αXNL = 0, we can show that W
α
NL satisfies
XNLXNLW
α
NL = 0. (6.37)
7. Non-linear Supersymmetry for the Minimal Model of Gravitino Dark Matter
Pushing up the scale of supersymmetry breaking leads to a peculiar cosmological scenario
where supersymmetry is broken at a scale above the reheating temperature [25]. The goldstino as
discussed above is "eaten" by the gravitino and gets a MPl suppressed mass. We assume that the
soft-terms of sparticles are suppressed by a messenger scale Λmess:
m3/2 =
F√
3MPl
, MSUSY =
F
Λmess
. (7.1)
and that m3/2 ≪ MSUSY as a consequence of Λmess ≪ MPl which is the case for gauge mediation.
The low energy particle content consists then only in Standard Model states and a gravitino. Our
cosmological history described here starts after the Universe is reheated. Some assumptions are
made for this epoch: (i) The reheating temperature TRH is small enough to not produce superpart-
ners of the Standard Model particles, thereof TRH . MSUSY (ii) in the reheating process gravitinos
are scarcely produced (for other possibilities, see [26]). The whole spectrum then goes as follows:
m3/2≪ TRH . MSUSY .
√
F . Λmess ≪MPl (7.2)
When the energy energy scale E of the gravitinos is much bigger than their mass, the dark matter
gravitino interactions are well approximated by the helicity ±1/2 component, the goldstino in
virtue of the equivalence theorem [27]. Leading order goldstino-matter interactions corresponding
to the minimal couplings expected from the low energy theorem read:
L2G =
i
2F2
(Gσ µ∂ ν G¯−∂ νGσ µG¯)Tµν , (7.3)
where G is the goldstino field and Tµν is the energy momentum tensor of the SM matter fields. As
m3/2 is much smaller than TRH , the 2→ 2 scatterings for the goldstino production is dominated by
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the dimension eight operators coupled with the kinetic terms
i
2F2
(Gσ µ∂ ν G¯−∂ νGσ µG¯)(∂µ H∂νH†+∂νH∂µH†),
1
8F2
(Gσ µ∂ ν G¯−∂ νGσ µG¯)×
(ψ¯σ¯ν∂µψ + ψ¯σ¯µ∂ν ψ−∂µψσ¯νψ−∂νψσ¯µψ),
∑
a
i
2F2
(Gσ ξ ∂µG¯−∂µGσ ξ G¯)F µνaFaνξ , (7.4)
where h, ψ and Faνξ stand for a complex scalar (Higgs doublet), gauge bosons and two-component
fermions (quarks and leptons), respectively. From the interaction generated through the Lagrangian
Eq.(7.4), one can compute the production rate R = n2eq〈σv〉 of the gravitino G˜, generated by the
annihilation of the standard model bath of density neq:
R = ∑
i
n2eq〈σv〉i ≃ 21.65×
T 12
F4
. (7.5)
Thus the contribution to the yields is dominant at the temperature near TRH . The gravitino relic
abundance is:
Ω3/2h
2 ≃ 0.11
(
100 GeV
m3/2
)3(
TRH
5.4×107 GeV
)7
(7.6)
As we notice, the dependence on the reheating temperature is completely different from standard
gravitino dark matter scenario. Due to the large power T 7RH, details as the total number of degrees
of freedom, or even channels, does not influence that much the final reheating temperature.
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